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 Weeks 12-14+ Earlier Word Roots – Put into Practice! 

Use your Review Packet, class notes, and/or workbook to complete the following activities. 

A. Sentence completion:  Type or write the correct vocabulary word in the brackets to complete 

each sentence.  Use the underlined clues to help you choose the correct word.   

Vocabulary Word Choices 

deviate extraordinary fragile obtain tenant 

    

1. Shipping boxes are labeled “handle with care, (                                 )” when    they contain 

items that are capable of being easily broken. 

2. If you study hard, you will be able to (                                 ) or    completely hold   onto a good 

grade.  

3. The detour caused the family to (                                 ) from the normal way   indicated on 

the map. 

4. A (                                 ) is a person who holds and rents property from another. 

5. He has a(n) (                                 ) singing voice, pertaining to it being beyond normal. 

 
 
 
B. Fill in the Roots:  Type or write each word root part inside the brackets after its correct 

meaning.  Remember to complete 6th Grade Style!     
 

1. sophomore = one considered to be  foolishly (                        ) +  wise (                        ) 

2. omnivore = an animal or person who eats (                        )   +  all (                        )  types of food 

3. detainee = a person who (                        )  is +  held (                        )  +  from (                    )  activity  

4. refractive = inclined to (                        )  +  break  (                        )  +  back (                        )  such 

as light 

5. convoy = a group traveling  together  (                        )   on the  +  road   (                        ) 

 

 



C. Multiple Choice: Write the correct letter choice inside the brackets (         ) .  

1. Which word means: One characterized by understanding and speaking all languages? 

(         )      a.  philosophy      b.  omnilingual c.  bibliophile 
 

2. Adverb, verbatim and verbalize all contain which common word root meaning? 

(         )      a.  to cause        b.  strike c.  word 
 

3. Xenolith, lithometer, and otolith all contain which common word root meaning? 

(         )      a.  worth, strength        b.  stone, rock c.  outward, beyond 
 

4. Lycanthrope, anthropic, and philanthropy all contain which common word root 

meaning? 

(         )      a.  human        b.  wolf c.  love, loving 
 

5. Detention, pertain, and container all contain which common word root meaning? 

(         )     a.  word       b.  away from   c.  hold 
 
 

D. Root Shapes:  Highlight or underline the word roots found in each word below.  If you find 2-

word roots, use 2-different colors or underline the 1st and box the 2nd word root.  Then, write 

the name of the shape(s) in the space provided to show you know the word root’s meaning.  #1 

has been completed as an example. 

Word Root Meaning  Shape Word Root Meaning  Shape 

1. in front of, against, 
completely = 

arrow 5. rock, stone = oval 

2. human, man, mankind = heart 
6. outside, beyond, 

outward = 
rectangle 

3. resembling, shaped 
like, like / form= 

diamond 
7. pertaining to / a person 

who, a thing that, a place 
for =    

square 

4. hold = circle 8. all, every = triangle 

 
  

1. anthropoid = heart  +    diamond 
 

2. lithium = ________________ 
 

3.  entertainer = _____________ 
 
4. extraplanetary = ________ + _________ 

5. omnidirectional = ___________ 
 

6. ovoid = ___________ 
 

7. obtain =   ___________ + _____________ 

8. misanthrope =  __________ 



 
E. Word Hunt:  Read and highlight or underline the 5-Vocabulary Words containing the 

following word roots:   in2-, -ive, ob-, -verb-, & -vey.   Then, write each word found next  
       to its correct definition below.  

 

Julia, “Sesame Street’s” first new Muppet in a decade, came to life as an illustration in 

Sesame’s Digital Storybook story, “Sesame Street and Autism: See Amazing in All 

Children.” Designed to educate the public about autism, it was an instant hit.  

The creators decided to bring the Muppet on air so that she would be able to reach 

millions more kids and families. However, as autism looks different in everyone, it can 

be tricky to introduce. To discover how best to normalize and convey it, Sesame 

Workshop consulted with over 250 educators, psychologists, and autism organizations. 

In Julia’s first episode, viewers will observe common scenarios for people with autism 

and similar disorders. For example, when Julia first meets Big Bird, she ignores him. At 

first, Big Bird’s feelings are hurt, but he learns that doesn’t mean she dislikes him — she 

just communicates with strangers in a different way. 

Though she may get distracted easily, be sensitive to loud noises, and repeat what 

others say, Julia isn’t defined by autism. Along with being one of Elmo’s friends, she is 

artistic, likes to pick flowers, enjoys playing with Abby Cadabby, and loves to sing with 

the rest of the gang.  

Autism spectrum disorder is characterized by challenges with social skills, speech, 

and nonverbal communication, affecting 1 in 68 children in the United States and scores 

more worldwide. Hopefully, by watching Julia, kids will see that everyone should be 

treated equally and appreciated for their own special gifts and behavior. 

 

1. __________________________ = to keep something right +  in front of you; to watch or notice  

2. __________________________ = form of communication related to +  not  using + words 

3. __________________________ =  tending to  have excessive + feelings; be easily upset 

4. __________________________ =  happening or  standing  +   in   immediately 

5. __________________________=  to carry with you on the + way to a place; communicate   

 


